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The area in which you will find the most difference s between British and American 
English is when it comes to vocabulary. Often a sin gle definition will have two 
completely different words. In reverse, one word mi ght mean two completely different 
things. 
 
Read the definitions below and then put the followi ng words in the correct column. 
 
apartment     bill     boot     check     chips     crisps     detour     diversion     downtown 
elevator     engine     exhaust     faucet     flashlight     flat     French fries     full stop    
garbage     gas station     license plate     lift     lorry     motor     number plate     pavement 
period     petrol station     platform     postal code     potato chips     rubbish     shop     
sidewalk     spanner     store     tail pipe     tap     torch     town centre     track     truck     trunk 
wrench     zip code 
 
                  British             American 
 
The place next to a street where people   .......................  .......................  
can walk 
 
The point at the end of a sentence   .......................  ....................... 
 
Where a train leaves from    .......................  ....................... 
 
Living area, normally on one level   .......................  ....................... 
 
What you ask for in a restaurant when   .......................  ....................... 
you want to pay 
 
A place where you can buy goods   .......................  ....................... 
 
The thing that powers a vehicle   .......................  ....................... 
 
The middle of a town or city    .......................  ....................... 
 
The place where you buy fuel for a vehicle  .......................  ....................... 
 
Part of an address to show which town or   .......................  ....................... 
city you live in 
 
Where you can store things in a vehicle  .......................  ....................... 
 



A metal plate to identify your vehicle   .......................  ....................... 
 
A metal tool for tightening nuts and bolts  .......................  ....................... 
 
A vehicle used for transporting heavy goods .......................  ....................... 
 
Thinly-sliced fried potatoes you eat cold  .......................  ....................... 
 
Something to take you from the bottom to the  .......................  ....................... 
top of a building 
 
Long, thin-shaped potatoes you eat warm  .......................  ....................... 
 
A portable light     .......................  ....................... 
 
Where the water comes out of in the kitchen .......................  ....................... 
or bathroom 
 
What you throw away     .......................  ....................... 
 
A different route from normal    .......................  ....................... 
 
Where the fumes come out of your car  .......................  ....................... 
 
 


